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Multiple Choice Circle the best answer for each question from the choices available.

1 Why was the European Union formed?
A to treat countries as one nation
B to unite Europe economically 
C to control how farmers get paid
D to give workers equal wages  

2 What is one of the benefits of using a single 
currency in many EU countries?
A It allows people, money, and goods to 

move freely from country to country. 
B It helps prevent member countries from 

going into heavy debt.
C It helps create an open market in which 

goods can be traded using a tariff.
D It allows countries to maintain control of 

their own affairs.  

3 What major event occurred in Eastern  
Europe in 1991?
A the privatization of Romanian business  
B the collapse of the Soviet Union 
C the Orange Revolution in Ukraine
D the rebellion of Polish workers  

4 In what former country did a long civil war take 
place among ethnic groups?
A Czechoslovakia
B Hungary
C Russia
D Yugoslavia 

5 Which of the following is an example of 
Europe’s changing demographics?
A Many of its countries have rebuilt their 

economies. 
B It has an aging population. 
C Many of its immigrants send money to 

relatives.
D It has exports and imports. 

6 Which of the following is one reason many 
people migrate to Europe?
A to escape conflicts in their countries of 

origin 
B to purchase homes of their own
C to have safe drinking water for their families
D to sell goods from back home

Constructed Response Write the answers in the space provided.

7 Though some eastern European countries have had success changing to a market economy, what 
problems have other countries in the region faced?

8 What are three of Europe’s immigration challenges?
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